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Cardiotocographic image processing for extraction of FHR baseline
drawn by clinical expert
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Abstract: The paper presents a method to extract and
process a clinical expert's baseline curve from a cardiotocographic image. Symbolic representation of an
expert's fetal heart rate baseline serves as a template to
compare of various automated methods of baseline
estimation. An expert draws his baseline on a printout
provided by a developed computerized cardiotocography system. Elements essential for trace evaluation are
compatible with fetal monitor recorder format. Additional lines ensure determination of baseline values
even if the printout alignment in scanner is incorrect.
The proposed method is highly immune to spurious
data resulted from gaps or erroneous pixels.
INTRODUCTION
Correctly determined fetal heart rate (FHR) baseline is

for an objective quantitative analysis of cardiotocogrnms both visually and by computer. Baseline fetal heart
rate refers to the mean level of the FHR when it is stable,
accelerations and decelerations being absent. This simple
a basis

definition is practically unavailing for automated analysis.
Since there are no precise criteria to verifu correctness of
automatically determined baseline, its final evaluation
should be done by clinical experts. Searching for a more
suitable baseline estimation method, an attempt has been
made to compare various algorithms in relation to an
expert's baseline regarded as a template. This work has
been carried out using our computerized cardiotocography
system (KOMPOR) for automated interpretation of traces

[1]. The paper presents a method for extracting and processing an expert's baseline curye from a cardiotocographic image.

METHOD

In the first step of baseline (BL) processing the expert
draws FHR baseline on a printout provided by the system.
The printout contains a 30 min cardiotocogram scaled 1
cm/min, and is compatible with Hewlett-Packard Series 50
fetal monitor recorder format. Standard monitor recordings are not used, since many interesting traces are stored
only in a computer archive and have no strip-chart equivalents. Archive records can be easily copied, so they enable experts to repeat evaluations and choose the best baseline fitting. Moreover, it is possible to enrich printouts
with additional elements facilitating baseline extraction.
Cardiotocographic trace prepared for processing is
printed on HP DeskJet 550C. Additional elements are the
calibration line (CA) for setting a selection box, and two
reference lines bounding the full range of baseline variability: the upper line (UL) on 210 bpm and the lower line

(LL) on 50 bpm (Fig.l). Elements essential for cardiotocogram processing are printed black, while the others in
bright colours. A selection box determining a scan area is
adjusted to include exactly a 30 min FHR trace. Its top
line is aligned with calibration line, and bottom line
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below the 50 bpm level.
Assumed vertical resolution of 150 pixel/inch is equal
to the printer resolution, and for the FHR scale setting of
20 bpm/cm it yields the spatial resolution of 0.33
bpm/pixel. The calibration line is printed in distance of 50
pixels from the 210 bpm level. In the KOMPOR system,
baseline is represented by samples averaged over 2.5 sec
epochs. A horizontal scan resolution for time scale setting
of 1 cm/min is 1440 pixels/3O cm : 122 prxel/inch and
enables baseline representation with 1.25 sec epochs.

Cardiotocographic trace prepared for processing.
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A cardiotocogram is scanned with the HP

ScanJet IIcx.

Scanning according to the above rules gives a matrix 1440
pixels wide and at least 50 [pixels] + (210-50) [bpm] . 3
[Pixel/bpm] : 530 pixel high.
The coordinates (0,0) of the image matrix correspond

to its upper left corner. Determination of symbolic BL
representation takes two steps: analysis of a matrix column and calculation of a bpm value of a baseline sample.
Although the system's accuracy of baseline representation
is 0.5 bpm, its reduction to 1 bpm (8 bit) is possible due
to the human eye's limitation of about 0.5 mm (1 bpm).
In the first step, the ordinates (Y) of three lines: UL, LL
and BL are calculated. In order to filter out FHR curve
and grid lines, any points in the analyzed column other
than black are ignored. Thickness of analyzed lines, especially of the baseline drawn by the expert, is not constant
throughout. Hence, the program interprets the middle of a
line to be its ordinate. In the second step, a bpm value of
a baseline sample is determined on the basis of ordinates
of all the three lines. A value of the baseline sample including the 50 bpm shift is determined from the following
equation:

Bl.[bpm]

(Yr, -Y"r)[pixels]
'160[bpm]

=

(Yrr-Y*)[pixels]

* 50[bpm]

Recalculation of a distance between the reference lines in
each column separately ensures that the sample value is

correct, even if a paper sheet alignment has not been
proper, in relation to copyboard glass of a scanner. In
addition, this minimizes limitations concerned with the
printer and scanner.
Spurious data arisen from black pixels that are not part
of the three considered lines are eliminated. The expected
ordinates of the reference pixels: 50 (UL) and 530 (LL)
are preliminary values. An ordinate of a given reference
line is regarded as correct only when it differs from the
previous column ordinate by less than 4 pixels. The baseline starting value is read from a cardiotocogram and
entered as external parameter. Since the baseline follows
only slow changes in FHR signal, we assumed the maximal difference between two consecutive baseline samples
as 6 pixels. If a given sample is outside the allowed

range,

it is regarded as invalid. An invalid value can

occur when there is a gap in one of the reference lines, or

discontinuity

in the baseline. Invalid values are replaced

by an average of the two adjacent valid samples. Usually,
a gap is no longer than 3 consecutive samples. In order to
eliminate short lasting spikes of up to 2 samples, a median
filter with the window width of 5 has been applied. Baselines samples are converted from 1.25 sec (1440 values)
to 2.5 sec epochs (720). The final processing stage is to
smooth the baseline. We use a moving average low-pass
filter with cutoff frequency of 0.025 Hz.

its system-established baseline has been printed, and then
scanned according to the method described. The extracted
baseline BLu has been compared to the original baseline
BLo from the system file. The baselines consistence coefficient CC has been defined according to the formula:
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where: n - number of baseline samples, A - acceptable
difference between respective samples of the baselines:
CC(A)= '

extracted and those read from the system file. The consistence coefficient (mean value for 20 records) for the A of
1 bpm is 96%, and for the A of 2 bpm is t00%.
We have processed over 200 baselines fitted by 5 experts. Extracted baselines have been used as templates in
comparison of various algorithms for baseline estimation.

DISCUSSION

During developing of the presented method it appeared

it is possible to increase its reliability with simultaneous simplification of the algorithm. However, it is imthat

portant that paper media should provide optimum scan
conditions. If an analyzed curve coincides with other
objects, it should be black, while irrelevant elements of
possibly the brightest colour. Otherwise, the interferences
cause the loss of continuity. The best solution will be to
replace original printed records by duplicates having
optimal selection of colours. This is possible when the
evaluated signal can be acquired by the system and then
reprinted. Otherwise, it becomes necessary to apply advanced methods to complete missing parts of a signal l2l.
CONCLUSION
Though the presented method has been used to extract
the FHR baseline from cardiotocographic images, it can
also be applied to process expert's graphic interpretations
of other biomedical signals.
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